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SUMMARY

Rotor hover-performance data from a 1/6-scale helicopter rotor are analyzed and the data sets com-

pared for the effects of ambient wind, test stand configuration, differing test facilities, and scaling. The

data are also compared to full-scale hover data. The data exhibited high scatter, not entirely due to ambi-

ent wind conditions. Effects of download on the test stand proved to be the most significant influence on

the measured data. Small-scale data correlated reasonably well with full-scale data; the correlation did

not improve with Reynolds number corrections.

NOMENCLATURE

Cd

cf

ct

CDo

Cp

cr

FM

K

Mtip

r,_,

R

Rt

Re

S

VW

airfoil-section drag coefficient

skin-friction drag coefficient

airfoil-section lift coefficient

rotor drag coefficient

rotor power coefficient

rotor thrust coefficient

rotor figure of merit

scaling factor

rotor hover tip Mach number

spanwise variables of integration

rotor radius

flat-plate Reynolds number

Reynolds number

equivalent blockage area of test apparatus

wind speed

rotor-blade angle of attack (pitch angle)



a rotor solidity

Subscripts

c corrected for download effects

fs full scale

ms model scale

I measured value

INTRODUCTION

Three hover tests of a small-scale helicopter rotor were performed in the facilities of the National

Full-Scale Aerodynamic Complex (NFAC). Detailed descriptions of the tests were reported elsewhere

(refs. 1 and 2). This report compares the rotor performance data sets obtained during these tests and

briefly discusses their differences, which result from the effects of (1) ambient wind, (2) the test stand

configuration, (3) the test facility, and (4) scaling.

The three tests, all of which u_ed the same model blades (see table 1 for blade characteristics) and

Rotor Test Rig (RTR), were

1. RTR/40 x 80 Test (fig. 1): This hover test of a 1/6-scale, four-bladed Sikorsky S-76 rotor was

performed in the test section of the 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel. The rotor was mounted 10 ft above the
wind tunnel floor in a thrust down, wake up mode. No foam (for acoustic purposes) was applied to the

test rig. The blades did not have any boundary layer tripping devices. The performance data were mea-

sured using the RTR internal six-component balance and the torque load cell.

2. RTR/OARF I Test (fig. 2): This hover test of the same l/6-scale rotor was performed at the

Outdoor Aerodynamic Research Facility (OARF). The rotor was mounted 20 ft above the ground in the

standard thrust up, wake down mode. A foam cover (to serve as an acoustic anti-reflection treatment)

was installed on the external surface of the RTR during part of the test. During two runs, a simple

boundary layer tripping device was installed on the blades. Performance data were measured using three

vertical load cells installed directly below the RTR, and a torque load cell. Data were obtained over a

range of ambient wind conditions.

3. RTR/OARF II Test (fig. 3): For this test, the 1/6-scale rotor was mounted in the same thrust

down, wake up mode as in the 40 x 80 test, 10 ft above the ground. The foam covering was in place

during the entire test, but no boundary layer tripping device was used. Performance data were measured

using three vertical load cells, again installed directly below the RTR, and a torque load cell. Data were

obtained over a range of ambient wind conditions.
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EFFECT OF AMBIENT WIND

During both OARF I and OARF II tests, data were obtained over a range of ambient wind conditions

from 0 _sec to approximately 3.6 m/see. A previous full-scale rotor test performed outdoors (ref. 3)

indicated that ambient winds of less than 1.3 m/see have only a small effect on rotary wing performance.

Thus, the data were sorted such that those obtained at ambient winds of less than 1.3 m/see were flagged

as low-wind data, and those obtained at greater than or equal to 1.3 m/see were flagged as high'wind
data.

Figures 4 and 5 compare rotor performance data obtained at low- and high-wind conditions during

__: the two tests. For the data in these figures, an acoustic anti-reflection foam cover was in place around the

!-!: _ test rig; no boundary layer trip devices were in use. In each figure, second-order polynomials are fitted

to the data. These curves indicate a small (<5%) difference between the low-wind and high-wind data;

however, in view of the significant data scatter evident in the figures, little influence on rotor perfor-

_¢_0 f amblent wind is-indi_-cated when the wind speed is below the maximum 3.6 m/sec encountered.

: A detailed examination - o fthedata shows that approximately the same amount of data scatter is present

at both low and high winds, so it is not clear that the scatter is entirely the result of ambient wind. Data

presented in reference 3 demonstrated that data scatter is reduced when a wind-correction procedure is

applied; however, for winds less than 3 knots (1.5 m/sec) only a 3% correction in the rotor power coeffi-

cient was obtained. (The 40 × 80 test data, obtained with no ambient wind, also displays scatter; how-

ever, this is most likely due to recirculation effects within the enclosed test section.) It should be kept in

mind that these performance plots are a measure of the overall behavior of the rotor, not its detailed

aerodynamics.

Corresponding aeroacousfic data show significant variations with ambient wifid. Figur_:6_tira_e_'_ _ .....

the acoustic differences arising from different ambient wind conditions. A prominent feature is the pres-

ence of high-amplitude subharmonic spectral components (labeled 1-6 in fig. 6(b)) at the high-wind

condition;-these are completely absent at low winds. (Note that the "high-wind" condition here is

0.67 m/sec, only half the i.3 m/sec criterion stated previously.) The subharmonics gradually merge with

the blade-passage harmonics as the frequencies increase. The blade passage frequency (BPF) harmonic

peak levels are up to 2 dB higher at high ambient winds than at low winds, and there is noticeable fre-

quency broadening. The fact that no significant performance differences were observed between high-

and low-wind tests while acoustic spectra differences were clearly present implies that unsteady blade

surface-pressure data, rather than mean blade pressures based on overall rotor performance, are required

for accurate noise predictions.

. - EFFECT OF THE TEST STAND CONFiG_URAT[_- -_:,-::s_-_--- -_-

The OARF I and II tests Were performed with the same rotor at the same facility but in different ........

=

!

i
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configurations. In bot_ _estsl the rotor thrust was measured with three load cells mounted so as to

transmit only vertical forces. The load cells were located between the RTR base and the top of the

mounting tower, approximately 2 m below the rotor hub. Check-load calibration during testing demon-

strated the high accuracy of the data obtained using this arrangement.



In theOARF I test the rotor had an unobstructed inflow, but the wake impinged on the test hardware

located below the rotor. Therefore, during the OARF I test the thrust measurements included download

effects. In the OARF II test, the wake was directed to open air, not impinging on the test hardware.

Although the flow into the rotor passed over test hardware of significant blockage area, this was

assumed to have minimal impact on rotor performance because of the low inflow velocity.

To correct the OARF I data for the download effect, the drag force on the mounting base was esti-

mated (ref. 4, p. 3-16), based on wake velocity calculated from simple momentum theory. The corrected

rotor thrust coefficient is given by

(1)

where S is the blockage area of the mounting base and fairing, and CD0 is the drag coefficient of a

rectangular cross-section normal to the flow. The value of the drag coefficient (CD0 = 1.18) is approxi-

mately constant for the aspect ratio and the range of Reynolds numbers encountered. The rotor power

coefficient is assumed to be unaffected and the rotor figure of merit is corrected according to the

definition

(2)

Figure 7 compares performance data obtained during the two tests. Both sets of data are for low
ambient wind conditions (<1.3 m/sec) with the foam covering in place; boundary layer trips were not in

use. Clearly, the download corrections lead to a significant improvement in correlation between the two

sets of data. The thrust coefficient at which the peak figure of merit occurs appears to shift slightly

between the two tests. Figure 7 illustrates the basic validity of download corrections, and the data in the

figure could be used in future tests of similar configurations to make download corrections to data.

EFFECT OF THE FACILITY

Previous tests have indicated that enclosures, even when large compared to rotor size, influence rotor

performance. Piziali and Felker (ref. 5) reported the presence of wake re-ingestion during a hover test of

a rotor in a chamber having height and cross-section dimensions of 15 and 6 rotor diameters,

respectively.

Two tests conducted in this series, the 40 x 80 test and the OARF II test, provided an opportunity to

examine this effect. The tests differed from each other in two respects: (1) force measurements during

the OARF II test were made with three load cells, whereas the forces during the 40 x 80 test were mea-

sured with the RTR internal balance; and (2) the OARF H test was carded out in an open environment



with minimal wakerecirculation,whereasthe40 × 80 testwasin aclosedchamber,albeit largerelative
_otoi:_S]_.w_ch ma_yh_iveled to wakerecirculation.

-: - - OfDifferent Force Measurement Methods ..... _ _:_--_=-_:-:

- - The RTR internal balance, used to measure the aerodynamic forces on the small-scale rotor during

the 40 × 80 hover test, is subject to interactions between its various components. Empirical corrections,

based on static calibration data, are normally applied to measured data to account for interaction effects.

_ _Static calibratibri0-f-th-e balance indicates that torque/thrust interaction is the largest of these effects; it

also indicates s_0ng_stel:esis behavior under combined-load conditions. A satisfactory explanation of

:-:{ _ the hysteresis i-s not presently available. When the rotor is rotating, these interaction and hysteresis

=-- effe__ch_ge; a dynamic calibration of the internal balance with a rotating load on the rotor head

"==_ _ _hasno(l_ehp_ed to date.

Figure 8 compares the data obtained in the two tests. Two sets of 40 × 80 dafa areshown: ofie set

with the combined-load interaction corrections, one set without the corrections. Note that these data

include enclosure effects, discussed below, as well as differences that may arise from different force

measurement methods. It is not immediately clear whether combined-load corrections should be applied

to the balance data. The curves indicate that combined-load interaction and hysteresis effects may not be

-:--: _ as large under rotating loads as under static loads.

- _ Effect of Test Enclosures

• As mentioned before, the two tests were carded out in different environments. In the 40 × 80 test, the
wake may have been reingested by the rotor. This was not the case for the OARF Ii tes t, where the wake

was directed into the open atmosphere with no obstructions.
=

A hovering rotor experiencing wake reingestion can be considered to be in vertical flight at low

= speed. Basic helicopter theory (ref. 6) shows that additional rotor power is required for vertical velocity

at essentially fixed-th_st. Therefore, with wake reingestion one expects lower rotor performance than

.__..... when wake reingestion is not present; i.e., for the 40 x 80 test, the rotor power curve should be higher

: ::: := :: and _he figure _fmerit Curve should be lower than for the OARF II test. Figur e 8 shows that this is the
caste When the 40 x 80 data are not corrected for combined-load interactions. However, when the 40 X 80-

data are corrected for combined-load interactions, the opposite trends are observed.

_= ..... Shiv_anda (ref. 7) noted a degradation of rotor performance when testing in a small chamber, in
!i! i- i::_(ordahce _;vS_ffs_-theory, although it should be noted that the test chamber in Shivananda s experi-

ment was not totally closed, there being some small wnt holes both above and brow=the rotor. P_ail ......

and Felker (ref. 5), on the other hand, who tested a small rotor both in a large chamber and outdoors,

observed a small improvement (-1.5%) in performance when testing inside the chamber.

Given these uncertainties, the rotor performance data in figure 8 cannot be used to determine if recir-

culation was present during the 40 × 80 test.
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.................. RE-YNOLDS NUMBER AND SCALING EFFECTS

During the three small-scale tests, the range of blade-tip Mach numbers was typical of full-scale

helicopter rotors, so the Reynolds numbers differed by the scale factor of the model blades. The

Reynolds numbers, based on blade chord and tip speed, that were encountered during these tests are of

the order of 106 and are smaller inboard of the tip, thus failing in the critical boundary layer transition

region. Full-scale rotors, on the other hand, typically operate at fully turbulent Reynolds numbers of the

order of 107. Therefore, there is a possibility of laminar separation of the boundary layer on the small-

scale blades, particularly at inboard stations.

This can have important effects on both the performance and the acoustics of the rotor. If the laminar _ -

boundary layer remains attached, skin-friction drag and rotor power wj!l_ lo_e_than for a full-scale
rotor. If, on the other hand, there is laminar separation, the large high-pressure separated region could .... :_: _ :

cause a sharp increase in drag and power. Also, laminar vortex shedding is an important source of noise.

Boundary Layer Trips

During the OARF I test, several data runs were made with simple devices installed on the top and

bottom surfaces of the rotor blades for the purpose of modifying the boundary layer characteristics.

These tripping devices consisted of plain cellophane tape 0.005 cm (0.002 in.) thick with their forward

edges located 0.2 blade chords behind the leading edge of the rotor blade.

Because the rotor blades did not contain pressure instrumentation, and flow visualization was not

available, there was no way to ascertain either the flow characteristics over the blades or the effect of the

trip strips. However, examination of the performance data with and without the trip strips gave a good
indication of their effect.

Figure 9 shows a discernible loss of rotor performance (at low-wind conditions) with the addition of

the trip strips. When the trip strips were applied, the drag increased, as indicated by the higher rotor

power coefficient curve. With reference to the well-known skin-friction drag plots (fig. 10 and ref. 4,

p. 2-6), it can be inferred that the boundary layer over the blade was probably not experiencing laminar

separation; if it were, tripping the boundary layer would lead to reattachment and an improvement of

rotor performance. On the contrary, the addition of the trip strips caused a large enough increase in sur-

face roughness to lead to a jump to the "turbulent" boundary layer curve. This, in turn, led to an increase

in the skin-friction drag, which resulted in the measured loss of performance.

In view of these observations, it is hypothesized thai without boundary layer trips, these small-scale

rotor blades were operating in the laminar (or perhaps transition) but unseparated regime. With the addi-

tion of boundary layer trips, the--fl0w jumped to the fully turbulent regime, where full-scale rotors oper-

ate, but with an effective skin-friction drag component much larger than that of full-scale rotors.
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Comparison with Full-Scale Data

For comparison, data was used from a hover-stand test performed by Sikorsky Aircraft (ref. 8), of a

full-scale S-76 rotor similar to that used during this series of small-scale tests. The small-scale tests

employed blades with a rectangular tip planform, whereas the Sikorsky test blades had the standard

_:--_-_-: :: : svi_t:fa_er_.J:i tips, but this difference in planform should have minimal effect in hover since the
maximum Mach numbers are lower than transonic. Also note that 3% corrections were applied to the

full-scale test data to account for test stand interference and ground effects. Of the three small'scale

' tests, the OARF I test has the most similarity to the full-scale test; both were performed outdoors in a

- flarust up, wake down mode with the rotor wake impinging on the test stand.

__Z- _ _ :::: _=: - .......

..... Differences in Reynolds numbers between the small- and full-scaieiests- _e:dx-p_tedto influence

the data significantly. Yamauchi and Johnson (ref. 9) have presented an extensive study of rotor airfoil

scaling in which they developed easily implemented scaling laws to account for Reynolds number

effects in helicopter airfoil analyses. These can be extended, in a straightforward manner, to rotors (see

appendix). The rotor thrust and power coefficients are scaled as follows:

_'_ .... -:= (CT_ =K(CT) _ -K_. O )ms
!_U5--_:: _:?:::: \ ff Jfs \ ff /ms fs

_:-::-_:;--_: ; where

(4)

The rotor figure of merit in hover is defined by equation (2) on page 4. Combining equations (2) and (3)

to calculate the rotor figure of merit scaling relation gives

K5/2._ fs FMms
 fs:  / -Zms (5)

Figures 11 and 12 show the effect of making these Reynolds number corrections, and figure 13

compares the two OARF data sets corrected for Reynolds number effects with the full-scale data. (The
OARF I data were also corrected for download.) No improvement in the correlations among the three

data sets is noted with the Reynolds number corrections. Again, the data scatter hinders a more definite

conciusion.

CONCLUSIONS

A 1/6-scale helicopter rotor was tested in hover, in a wind tunnel and outdoors, in several different

:: _' _nfigurations. The influence on rotor performance of the test facility and test configuration were inves-

[:=# =_:s= .:#:s :5 (
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tigated.Theeffectsof ambientwind andReynoldsnumberwerestudied.Thefollowing canbe
concluded:

1. Measureddatadisplayedhigh scatterthatis notentirelydueto ambientwinds.

2. Ambient winds had only a small effect on rotor performance. However, the data scatter may be

masking more significant effects of wind. Acoustic data, more sensitive to rotor unsteadiness, showed

definite variation with small changes in ambient wind conditions.

3. Download effects of the wake on the test stand led to about a 15% change in the rotor thrust

when the rotor was in the thrust up, wake down configuration.

4. The effect of the test facility could not be clearly discerned because of different force-

measurement techniques used during different tests. Also, the RTR balance requires careful calibration

under rotating loads.

5. Rudimentary boundary layer tripping increased skin-friction drag and resulted in loss of perfor-

mance, rather than alleviating laminar separation (if present) to improve performance.

6. Small-scale data, although quite close to full-scale data generally, exhibit significant differences.

The correlation did not improve with Reynolds number corrections.
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APPENDIX

DERIVATION OF ROTOR REYNOLDS NUMBER SCALING RULES

In general, the rotor thrust can be calculated from the airfoil section lift coefficient, c t, by integrat-

ing along the rotor radius. The resulting rotor thrust coefficient is given by

CT_ 1 if2- _ ct(r ) •r 2 dr (A 1)

.... Similarly, the rotor power coefficient can be obtained from the airfoil drag coefficient, cd (not consider-

ing induced drag, which should not be influenced by Reynolds number):

cp= ._ cd(r ) . r3dr (A2)

::::_ : effects as follows (ref. 9):

The drag and lift coefficients of helicopter rotor airfoil sections are scaled for Reynolds number

ct = Kct I --ff (A3)

- Cdt (A4)

where the subscript 1 indicates a measured value and no subscript indicates a scaled value; the measured

---v lift coefficient, c t , is a function of a scaled pitch angle given by 0q/K; and the scale factor, K, is

" _ defined by K = (l_e/Rel) 1/5.
: 2 .i ..............................

In the present study, the measured values were obtained with a Small-scale model, and w e a_re inter-

ested in calculating the corresponding full-scale values for comparison with measured full-scale data.

i =_= --=-/ : Accordingly, substituting equation (A3) into equation (A1) and using the geometric scaling

- transformation

r = K5_

_:, gives the Scaling relation for the rotor thrust:

1 [ Rms
(C_-C_)fs = 2R_ms J0 KC/ms_2d_

(A5)

(A6)
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.... Usingihe generaldefinhionof thrust coefficient (eq. (A 1)) set up for model scale, this becomes

fs k. c Jms
(A7)

where the model-scale quantity (CT/O)ms is evaluated at the scaled pitch angle O_ms]K. Similarly, the

scaling relation for the rotor power coefficient becomes

= _'k"_-jm s
(A8)
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Table 1.- Model rotor characteristics

Scale.........................0.16of full-scaleS-76
Radius................................................1.07m
Chord................................................6.3cm
Airfoil ...........................................SC1095
Numberof blades......................................4
Twist.....................................................-10 °
Sol!dity ................................................ 0.075

r

.m
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BLACK AND WHITE P.HOT.OGRAP.H

Figure 1.- Rotor Test Rig set up for the 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel test.
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BLACK AND _HITE PHOTOGRAPH

¥

Figure 2.- Rotor Test Rig set up for the OARF I test.
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BLACK AI,_D '_#HITg Pi-iOFOGR_PH

Figure 3.- Rotor Test Rig set up for the OARF II test.
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